Spanish Master’s defended
by Hilary K. Hann
They were mostly Spanish
teachers, social workers, SJSU
graduates and former students, an
electronic technician, a corporate
vice president; all 40 came together
Tuesday night to defend it.
The Spanish M.A. program, like
eight other progams, threatens to be
cut from the graduate studies list.
This hearing was just one of the
steps a program under review goes
through.
Every M.A. program comes
under review every five years,
according to John Weihaupt, dean of
graduate studies, but certain ones
have been singled out as having
"low productivity" by the California
State University and Colleges
Chancellor’s office and consequently
may be axed from the graduate
studies list.
Low productivity means that the
programs are turning out fewer than
a mandatory five graduates a year.

hIliptevy

Sociology Chairman Chester Winton

Sociology chairman
expects no layoffs
by Kevin FoIan
Five Sociology Department
fa,:ulty members have received
letters warning of possible layoffs in
the fall, according to Department
Chairman Chester Winton.
Winton replaced Sociology prof.
Adnam Da oud as department
chairman on Jan. 1.
Winton declined to name the
five, saying that those instructors
were "already under enough
pressure."
Winton is optimistic, though,
about the future of those threatened
with losing their jobs.
"We have enough irons in the
fire so that none of those faculty
members will be fired," he said.
The department is presently
allocated 18 full-time positions, but
that will be changed to 16 1/2 this
fall.
To meet this reduction, Winton
said, one full-time faculty member
will teach three sociology courses
and one course in another department, possibly Communication
Studies, New College, Cybernetics
or Political Science.
A full-time position usually
consists of four courses, and the

would
Department
Sociology
therefore be funding only threefourths of this position.
Winton did not clarify how the
department would handle reduction
of the other half-time position.
He also said there is a possibility
of some sociology faculty members
retiring, going on leave or taking
sabbaticals.
If it becomes necessary to
eliminate one faculty position
Winton said four or five faculty
members would "share" the layoff
and cutback each by one course.
This would also mean a 20 percent
pay cut, Winton added.
"We can cover the cuts that we
need to make in order to make our
allocation," Winton said.
department
believs
He
enrollment declines are "leveling
off."
"last semester we had just a 2.8
percent drop in enrollment," he
said.
Winton said that this figure is
much lower than a few years ago.
The sociology department will
receive its student/faculty ratio
SFR I when the results of the fourthweek enrollment census are
tabulated, Winton said.

M.A. programs on this list include: Geography, French, Spanish,
microbiology, speech communications, philosophy, physics,
meteorology and occupational
therapy.
"Last year," Weihaupt said,
"the Chancellor’s Office identified
quite a number of programs in the
system that ought to be reviewed
because of budgetary restraints."
The Tuesday night hering for the
M.A. Spanish program was the third
of five such hearings.
Foreign Languages Prof. Donna
Gustafson, said the department

plans to rewrite and expand the
course descriptions in the graduate
catalog, and also seek ways of
publicizing the program in county
schools.
Most advocates of the program
related personcl experiences: what
they were doing now professionally,
whether using Spanish or not, and
why they felt the Spanish M.A.
should not be terminated.
Some speakers said terminating
the program would discriminate
against San Jose’s large Latino
population, many of whom could not
afford to go to another school such as
Stanford.
According to the department
report, SJSU is the only campus in
Santa Clara County to offer an M.A.
degree in Spanish.
Last year the Presidential
Commission on Foreign languages
and International Studies reported
that the U.S.’s general incompetence in foreign languages
"diminishes our capabilities in
diplomacy in foreign trade and in
citizen comprehension of the world
in which we live and compete," the
report stated.
The commission recommended
that $178 million be spent to improve
the study of languages at all levels of
education.
So far no federal action has been
taken on this recommendation.
"We’re not trying to eliminate
this program," said Henry Bruinsma, Dean of the School of
Humanities and Arts.
"We’re just trying to find out
where we are and what changes can

be made. They’re giving us a chance
to continue it."
According to Roberto Grassi, a
former foreign language dean and a
1966 M.A. graduate from SJSU,
colleges are beginning to reactivate
their Humanities and Foreign
Languages Studies.
Curtis
Cooper,
another
graduate, was the only one to speak
out against the program.
"Most of the people here are
using their M.A.’s in a way not
specifically related to their field,"
Cooper said.
As for the utility of the courses
that were praised by many for being
"rich" in literature, linguistics and
culture, Cooper didn’t think they
were that helpful.
He said it is "time to reexamine" the direction of the M.A.
program to "meet the needs" of the
present-day community.
According to the committee’s
report, in no year since the program
first began in 1964 were course
enrollments below the budget level.
Also according to a faculty
member, students who master in
Spanish are not the only ones taking
these graduate courses.
Many are teachers who want to
keep up-to-date, the report states.
Before the fourth Spanish
hearing, the Arts and Humanities
Department will meet to discuss the
arguments and the department
reports.
Weihaupt sees more of these
kind of reviews coming if Jarvis II,
the personal income-tax slashing

initiative, passes in June.
"I don’t think there will be any
more impact on graduate programs
than undergraduate ones,"
Weihaupt said, if the measure that
could cut back funding significantly
for all campuses throughout the
California State University and
Colleges system passes.
The particular review
procedure that SJSU programs
undergo was developed by the
Academic Senate.
According to Weihaupt, reviews
begin at the department level, go to
the respective school’s curriculum
committee and to the dean of that
school, who in some instances holds
public hearings. This then goes to
the Graduate Studies committee, to
the general curriculum committee,
to Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns, and then to SJSU President
Gail Fullerton.
Each of these reviewing bodies
makes recommendations to the next
to keep, modify or terminate the
program.
Fullerton, according to
Weihaupt, has the final say on
whether the program is terminated
or not.
"Because of the numerous
steps," he said, "it ( the review) can
be a very long process."
On the average, he said it
usually takes about four months to
go through the various channels.
Coming under regular five-year
reviews this semester are theater
arts, mass communications, natural
science, nursing, social work and
sociology.
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Faculty members get federal grants
by Brian Wirth
Several instructors from SJSU
have received research grants from
the federal government enabling
them to carry on their intensive
work.
"Right now, we are involved in
extensive work," said Rose Ginsberg, professor of psychology, who
received a grant for $53,551. Her

research was titled, "A Self-Report
Method for Motion Sickness
Assessment in the Squirrel Monkey:
Its Use in Habituation and Sensory
Conflict Studies."
Because of the tremendous
workload involved at NASA-Ames
Consortium, Ginsberg said she was
not prepared at present to discuss at
length the full extent of her
research.
Brant Clark, professor of
psychology, received a grant for
$43,633 for his work on "human
factors in helicopter flight." Clark,
who is presently on sabbatical, titled
his research the study of "Human
Helicopter Factors."
Joyce Ward, of occupational
therapy, received an "Allied Health

Professions Special Improvement
Grant" for $61,925. The grant
program, "which is in its third
year," Ward said, concerns the
"implementation of the curriculum
content of the courses in the Occupational Therapy Department."
Armand Sanchez, dean of the
School of Social Work, has also
received a grant of $106,476 for his
research in the "Clinical Alcohol
Training Program," which trains
students in the area of alcohol abuse
with special focus on women and
minority populations.
Harold Hailer, professor and
department chairman of instructional technology, was granted
$113,294 for his research, "A
Proposal To Train Saudi Arabian

Instructional Materials Development Center Personnel." Hailer
could not be reached for comment
concerning the research involving
his grant.
Michael Kutilek, associate
professor of biological sciences,
although listed in the Univesity
Research Bulletin as awarded a
grant for the period Oct. 16, 1979
through Jan. 15, 1980, actually
received his grant "sometime last
year," he said.
The grant was in the amount of
$15,000 and the research concerned
the "Ecology of the Mountain Lion in
the Hamilton Range of California."
The research examined ways to
estimate the populations of the
mountain lions in this region.

LEAP tries to close info gap

Biology Prof. Thomas Harvey, is uncertain about the status of his grant request.

Prof expects grant denial
by Margie Isaacson
An SJSU biology professor, who
recently applied for a grant to study
the effects of an endangered species
of last September’s South Bay
sewage spill, believes his chances of
receiving the grant are slim.
"The city, like anyone, is more
concerned with what it has to do
than what it ought to do," Thomas
Harvey said, indicating he doubts
the grant will be approved.
He applied to the city ot San Jose
for the grant about a month ago.
Harvey said he has not heard
anything about his request since he
filed it, and is unable to say when it

will be approved or denied.
The study Harvey has proposed
is actually part of a larger grant he
applied for last year, shortly after
partially-treated sewage from the
Alviso sewage treatment plant was
released into the southern part of
San Francisco Bay, killing marine
life.
The first grant he applied for
was for $70,000. The money would
have funded a study on muddwelling organisms, shrimp and
water quality, which the city of San
Jose was required to do by the
Regional Water Control Board
( RWCB I.

SJSU takes tourney
ANAHEIM The unranked and unheralded SJSU Spartans won the
PCAA basketball post-season tournament in Anaheim Convention Center
Saturday night with a 57-55 win over heavily favored I ,ong Beach State.
The win automatically gave the Spartans a spot in the 48-team NCAA
tournament from which the ultimate Division I champion will emerge.
It was the first time since the 1950-51 season that an SJSU squad
gained a regional bid.
The Spartans were placed in the Midwest Regional and will play 10ranked ( AP) Missouri Thursday night in Lincoln, Neb. The winner of that
contest game will test No. 15 Notre Dame Saturday.
Details in Sports, page 3

In addition, the money would
have enabled Harvey to study the
effects of the spill on endangered
species and smaller organisms in
the water. This part of the study was
not a requirement made by the
RWCB.
Harvey said he was denied his
first request for a grant, and the
contract for the studies required by
the Control Bard was given to
Kinnetics Laboratories, Inc. in
Santa Cruz. His new request is for
$20,000.
The study would specifically
look at plankton, the salt-march
harvest mouse, the clapper rail ( a
chicken-like bird), and the lease tern
(a shorebird, similiar to a small
gull).
Although this isn’t a required
study, Harvey believes it is needed
because the requirements by the
control board are "not complete."
He said he has received a letter from
Rep. Don Edwards, 0-10th District,
who was "very supportive" of
Harvey’s proposal.
"Who knows when another spill
will happen?" Harvey said. "Notice
I said ’when’ not ’if.’"
Harvey would be aided in the
study by Biology Prof. Howard
Shellhammer, who has had experience with the harvest mouse.

by Robyne Martin
They got tired of the blank faces,
the running around and especially
the complaints. So they banded
together under a banner embellished with the likeness of their
current heroine, Miss Piggy.
They are the Library Education
and Assistance Program )LEAP),
and they have taken responsibility
for bridging the information gap
most SJSU library users may find.
After a 1976 survey of library
users which determined that
students found only about 60 percent
of what they looked for in the
library, several staffers became
concerned about most users’ "hitand-miss" style of locating
materials.
teaching
Library instruction
others how information is compiled
and filed became a high priority.
The core of those concerned created
a committee which evolved into
LEAP.
Now about three-fouths of all
SJSU librarians are involved with
LEAP, according to Judy Reynolds,
coordinator. Reynolds is responsible
for Miss Piggy’s appearance on this
semester’s library flyer, which
advertises subject lectures and term
paper clinics.
Although LEAP coordinates
many projects in the library, the
term paper clinics, conferences and
guides are the most popular, according to Tom Carter, librarian.
"The guide we ( LEAP) publish
on term paper preparation is always
the quickest to disappear," said
Carter, pointing to the empty
"freebies" rack in the second floor
reference room.
Every semester, LEAP runs
general subject lectures and term
paper clinics. Librarians with expertise in particular fields run the
subject lectures, which are open to
all students and are scheduled to
start this month.
"Information is organized for
the sciences differently than the way

it is organized for the humanities,"
Reynolds stressed. The reference
librarians can show students what
the best subject headings are and
the best indexes to use for a particular field, Reynolds said.
Starting in April, librarians with
LEAP will offer the popular term
paper clinics and conferences.The
clinics are comprehensive two-hour
classes concentrating on technique,
helping students find a subject,
researching it and structure their
term paper.
The conferences are a concise,
quality blend of subject and

technique. Studets can schedule
individual term paper conferences
by calling or visiting the reference
desk on the second floor of the
library.
When students are too shy to ask
librarians for help, they can turn to
one of about 60 pamphlets designed
to help locate materials.
"How to ask a question," "How
to Find Books," and "How to Find
Periodicals" are three of the oldest
of the pamphlets. All publications
offered by LEAP undergo periodic
revisions, and new ones are in the
works.

byX0- Brehm

Judy Reynolds, LEAP coordinator, helps Steve Kay with research

forum
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San Jose must preserve historic treasures
by Scott Hinrichs
Stiff Writer

The city of San Jose still has a
chance to plan the rest of its growth
thoughtfully, and preserve the
historic treasures that remain.
The destruction of two Victorian-style houses by the Bank of America on Third Street this winter was
an outrage. What is worse is that the
city granted the demolition permit.

adopted them as a home. The flimsy
plywood nailed over the doors was
torn off as quickly as it was
replaced.
Originally, the houses were to be
given to a private party and used as
office space on other sites. Fire,
started by transients however,
burned out the interiors of the
building and, as a result, fell conviniently to the blade of a bulldozer.
Beautiful Victorian architecture
was turned to matchwood within a
day.

It is unthinkable that a city
council with its thoughts on an
image of culture and refinement
would watch silently while two
beautiful pieces of local history
slowly died.

The city would not allow the
man who intended to move the old
buildings a transfer permit.

After the bank purchased the
and the buildings sat empty for
about a year. Transients naturally

The city commission designed to
deal with historical landmarks is
understaffed and overworked.

The city should be able to
prevent the rape of a landmark
rather than promote it.
Perhaps the houses could have
been saved by citizen action.
Evidently it was not the city’s
concern to save the houses.
The city historical preservation
ordinance is a nightmare of muddy
language and serves only to put
severe restrictions on the owners of
official landmarks.
Anyone who wants to fix up his
"official" landmark must entangle
himself in the red tape of permits,
descriptions, diagrams and time
consuming procedure.
Nothing is put forth concerning
sanctions on developers or negligent

owners.

It is not a crime to let a building
rot away, yet it is to repair one
without a permit.
The problem seems to be the
classic case of the big guys getting
everything and the homeowners or
community residents getting
screwed.
From the looks of things, a
developer can build any monstrosity
he chooses and the city may conviniently overlook its impact.
The Performing Arts Center on
Almaden Avenue is a very good
example. It was the pride of the city
until the roof fell in.
Lately, questions of the safety of
the balcony have arisen, yet the

public still
building.

is admitted to the

Someone was riding
assward on his mule.

back-

From the appearance of San
Jose, it would seem that the
developers and builders, with the
help of a few big bucks, run the city.
When you look in any direction
from a downtown high-rise you see
no evidence of any planning. The
city that has gorged itself on land in
the ’50s and ’60s now has a severe
case of gout. If city planners wish to
build upward then they had better
draw up some better plans this time.
They should seek out experts to
compile the general plan and remain
primarily as spectators. Everyone

then should have a voice in approving the plan.
In that last mad rush to cover
everything with concrete, a lot of
history was destroyed.

More will be lost if private
developers are allowed to mold the
city government to fit their plans.
Council members worried about
their public images, after recent
allegations of corruption at City
Hall, cannot fill their obligations
they are disabled in a sense.
With city government in such
disarray, the protection of San
Jose’s remaining structures of value
appears to have very low priority. It
still seems that an old home or
historic building has no friend on the
city council.

It’s time our hush-hush
attitude of VD be destroyed
by Jeffrey Morris
Staff Writer

A new form of venereal disease, nongonococcal
urethritis, almost unheard of until a few years ago, is
becoming the most common sexually transmitted
disease in this country, out-ranking gonorrhea.
A study by the National Center for Disease Control
estimates that in the next 12 months, unless curbed, it
will afflict 2.5 million Americans.
The disease renders women sterile, has dangerous
effects on the fetus and virtually destroys seminal
ducts in men.
If this scares you, and it should, the purpose of this
article is almost complete.
The fact that penicillin is ineffective in treating the
disease gives NCDC physicians reason for alarm.
Statistically, venereal diseases, especially
gonorrhea, are being treated at five times the rate they
were just four years ago. ’Syphilis and gonorrhea,
particuarly NGU, seem to be not so quietly being
transmitted throughout an unknowing populace," an
authority said in an article on NGU in Parade

magazine.
It is time that the hush-hush attitude we have about
this ever-increasing malady be destroyed. Our present
methods of sex counseling and treatment of VD are
obviously inept.
The problem lies within the people in this society.
VD is not a little bug that can be chemically eliminated
and controlled. It is an extremely deadly disease that
lingers due to ignorance and the negative attitude that
often leaves the disease undetected because people are
too afraid to get treatment unless the pain becomes too
much to stand.
VD is no longer a disease of the poor or sexuallyignorant people. Its effects are becoming far too
serious to laugh away as something we just have to live
with, like smog.
It effects us all homosexual, heterosexual and
anything in between. I am not advocating that
everyone rush to the nearest health clinic for a checkup but beware, especially you sexually active men.
VD, in most cases, goes unnoticed until it is too late.
u.a

letters
’Sexist’
Editor:
Separate rooms for men and
women? In this age of sexual
liberation? Shocking, I say, simply
shocking.
I couldn’t agree more with A.S.
Council members Joanie Goar and
Carol Bland. How terribly oldfashioned for that sexist old Geology
Club to ask to. separate quarters at
its convention next month in Corvallis, Ore. Doesn’t Charlie Wittman, president of the Geology Club,
know that men and women should
want to sleep together whenever
they can? Why, Ms. Goar and Ms.
Bland could have told him so, if only
he’d asked. And Ms. Bland could
have reminded him that all adults
are, by extension, "consenting
adults," as the Feb. 25 Spartan Daily
reported Ms. Bland’s remarks at the
Feb. 20 council meeting.
Frankly, I’m very upset by all
this. Mr. Wittman has the audacity
to talk about "freedom of choice,"
an outdated idea if ever I heard one.
Why, "freedom of choice" is just
another codeword for "sexism,"
"chauvanism," and all that other
junky stuff that we undercover

guerrillas of the sexual revolution
are fighting to stamp out.
I think Mr. Wittman is just plain
naive if he thinks male and female
members of the Geology Club
maybe even two members who don’t
know each other wouldn’t relish a
chance to shack up for a couple of
nights in romantic Corvallis.
Think how fast they’d get
acquanited. You can’t hide you
warts when you’re just wearing
shorts. As for the minor question of
whether or not the two members
might be truly "consenting adults,"
by the first night of the conference,
they’d probably consent to just
about anything that would keep
them out of another boring geology
lecture.
But, whines council member
Anthony Van, some people might
have religious objections to sharing
a coed room. Phooey, I say.
"Freedom of religion" is just
another codeword for "freedom of
choice," which is just another
codeword for ... oh, I already said
that. Excuse me. Sometimes in my
revolutionary fervor I get carried
away.
In closing, let me say that we
cannot make a strict enough
example of the Geology Club. It is
not enough for the AS. Council to

make the male and female members
of the Geology Club share their room
in Corvallis, against their will. No,
that would be letting them off easy.
If the club raises any more fuss
about "freedom of choice," "equal
funding with other campus groups,"
or any other such fascist nonsense,
we should disband this archaic
organization and force all of its
members to live together in a freelove commune in Alviso.
Long live the Revolution! Free
the SJSU 5! Buy a Chrysler get a
check!
Scott Dailey
Music, junior

Ethics
Editor:
Your article on the front page of
Friday’s paper about the student
who was attacked in the Art Building
( Friday, Feb. 22) raises some
serious ethical questions. I am
referring specifically to your insensitivity toward the victim in
searching out and publishing her
name when in the second paragraph
of the article, you yourself state very
cleaily that the student "wished to
remain unidentified."
Anonymity of a victim of assault
is extremely important, often for her

own protection, and often because
the potential apprehension of the
assailant may depend on it. If the
student wished to remain unidentified why, then, did your reporter
feel compelled to seek out the card
listing the artist of the exhibit and
then publish her name? If the
woman previously identified herself
and then changed her mind that is
her prerogative and important.
I would like to see more
responsible reporting in the future,
not such an uninformed lack of
sensitivity.
Dr. MI Steinberg
Counseling Services
Coordinator, Rape
Education Committee

Lawsuit
Editor:
On page 10A of the San Jose
News, Jan. 10, an article begins:
"State employes may not get the
entire 9 percent pay raise proposed
in the 1980-81 budget if they win a
pending lawsuit."
The lawsuit is the one
challenging the constitutionality of
the back pay already awarded by
the Legislature to state employees to

compensate for their not geting even
a cost-of-living increase in 1978-79
because of Proposition 13. (Many
school districts, incidentally, have
already received back pay without
challenge.) The proposed 9 percent
raise would cost $427.2 million for
221,000 state employees. The
retroactive pay would cost $207
million.
On page 11A of the same
newspaper, an article is headed:
"Budget plan calls for 20 percent
hike 11 California’s welfare spending." It goes on to state: "Individual grants would increase 14.65
percent ... based on projected costof-living figures for 198041.
The annual cost-of-living increases have been required by state
laws since 1976 ... The approximately 5 percent difference
between the 20 percent overall
budget increase and the 14.65 percent ... will be spent to meet anticipated higher costs for delivering
services to recipients." This hike
will bring the welfare budget to $2.5
billion.
In other words, 2,100,000 welfare
recipients (91/2 times the number of
state employees!) will receive, by
law, 14.65 percent projected cost-ofliving increases, whereas 221,000
state employees might get 9 percent

Daily policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material submitted from individuals or organizations outside of the Spartan Daily
staff is as follows:

Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or organization and will appear with a byline attributing the article accordingly.

Letters

The Daily encourages reader comments regarding editorials, opinions
and news stories.

Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page, c/0 the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., Sao Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the writer’s signature, major, class standing, address and telephone number.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is received, the better coverage the topic
may receive.
All releases should include a telephone number that can be called in
case further information is needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style, invasion of
privacy or libel.

Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments, columns and editorials will discuss local, state, national
and international affairs.

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to make judgments concerning
news value of any given release.
Announcements of meeting times,
displays and other minor releases
should be submitted at the Daily
office lathe Spartaguide box located
against the west wall of the office.

(5.65 percent less than the projected
cost-of-living increase), unless they
win a lawsuit that would partially
make up for their getting nothing in
1978-79. If they win the lawsuit, then
they would get even less.
Clearly, something stinks in the
State of California.
If non-productive welfare
recipients must, by law, receive a
cost-of-living increase every year,
why not productive state employees,
too? Should they work and then
receive less than the cost-of-living
increase to subsidize those who don’t
work? It’s obviously more advantageous to be on welfare than to
work as a state employee.
California’s economic priorities
reject, even punish the producer,
particularly the intellectual, while
they welcome with open pocketbook
the non-producer. They invite
welfare recipients to flock to
California, and "brains" to leave.
The plan is palpably backwards and
dangerous to the future of California.
Even so, it may be favorable to
an ambitious politician: 2.5 million
votes of welfare recipients certainly
eclipses the mere 221,000 votes of
state employees.
Reid Scott
Foreign Languages
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First time in 29 years

Spartans in NCAA playoffs
by Jon Bloom
ANAHEIM They were out of it before the tirst
bucket of the season had been scored, the experts said.
A team with a combined record of 15-39 for the past
two seasons, no center and a brand new coach. They were
destined to battle for the cellar. A weak sister. An underdog. They didn’t have a prayer.
Or did they?
Riding an emotional wave that never broke, the SJSU
Spartan basketball team pulled off a stunning 57-55 upset
of the powerful Long Beach State 49ers to capture their
first PCAA hoop title in 29 years before a less than capacity crowd of 5,158 at the Anaheim convention center
Saturday night.
The Spartans’ Wally Rank was named the tournament’s Most Valuable Player after leading the post-season scorers with 63 points in three games, including 26 in
SJSU’s first-round win over UC-Santa Barbara on his 22nd
birthday Thursday and 20 in the final.
"It was the best birthday present ever," Rank said of
the award and the championship.
Guard Mike Mendez and center Mikki Jackson were
also named to the AB -Tournament team along with the
49ers’ Michael Wiley and Francois Wise and Pacific’s Ron
Cornelius.
Cornelius broke the PCAA tourney single-game scoring record by netting 30 points in the Tiger’s second-round
two-point loss to Long Beach.
"It ( the victory) took a big effort and we’re very

proud," an elated SJSU head coach Bill Berry said amidst
the victory yells of his players. "I feel we can play with
everybody."
The Spartans advance to the NCAA Midwestern regionals in Lincoln, Neb., where they open against 10thranked ( AP) Missouri Thursday night.
Should SJSU defeat the Tigers they will go on
Saturday to play 15th-ranked Notre Dame, which beat
previously undefeated and No. 1 -ranked DePaul last
week.
After a 73-66 opening -round victory over Santa Barbara, SJSU was catapulted into the tourney final with a 9968 embarrassment of PCAA regular-season champ Utah
State the following evening behind Jackson’s 16 points and
Rank’s nine rebounds.
Berry felt the 26-point thrashing of the Aggies, who
finished the 1979-80 campaign with a 19-7 overall record,
was one of his club’s best performances, but was not surprised at the outcome.
"The eight day lay-off may have affected them ( Utah
State)," Berry said, "but we came to play. I’m proud of
the guys everybody gave a good effort and we put it together, totally."
Doug Murrey was superb for the Spartans, coming off
the bench for 14 points and seven rebounds against the
Aggies.
The tourney final between SJSU and Long Beach was
to be a rematch of the 1977 championship game in which
the 49ers bested the Spartans 76-63.

Long Beach gained a spot in the final by defeating the
suddenly pesky UC-Irvine Anteaters 64-56 in a slow -down
contest in the opening round.
The 49ers then edged Pacific 72-70 on Michael Wiley’s
bucket at the buzzer the next night and looked like the
team to beat in the finals, playing before a home crowd.
SJSU overcame a shakey start in the championship
game during which the 49ers jumped to a 4-0 lead after
Long Beach cashed in on fouls by SJSU’s Dan Sullivan,
Stretch Graham, and Rank.
Sullivan woke up the sleeping Spartans with a headlong body -wracking dive to break up what would have
been a breakaway hoop by Long Beach’s Dave Shutts.
SJSU used a slow tempo rive-man passing offense to
bring the 49ers out of their tight zone defense, managed to
open up a six -point lead on hoops by Jackson, Graham and
Rank with 8:42 left in the first half.
The slowdown brought chants of "Irvine, Irvine"
from the largely partisan Long Beach crowd, which witnessed the Anteaters use the same ploy against the 49ers
during the regular season and in the first round of the
tourney with a moderate amount of success.
Long Beach roared back to build a 29-25 halftime lead
as Craig Hodges, Jeff Fagan and Francois Wise combined
for the Niners’ 10 points during the final three minutes of
the half.
In the second half, SJSU’s bubble looked reaJy to
burst as a thundering Wise dunk kept the Long Beach lead
at three and the Spartans’ shooting began to go stale after

a Rank jumper hit the side of the backboard with 13:33 left
in the PCAA season.
As was the case throughout the 17-11 SJSU campaign,
the Spartans refused to fold.
Free throws by Mendez, Murrey and a six-foot jumper
by Jackson put SJSU up by three with 12:22 remaining.
The lead changed hands five times in the next five
minutes before a foul line jumper by Mendez put the
Spartans up by one with 7:22 left.
A Rank tip-in increased the lead to three a minute
later but the 49ers got the momentum back after Wiley
blocked a Rank dunk attempt and David Byrd fouled him
in the process.
Two ’iley free throws brought the 49ers to within one
again with 5:13 to go and SJSU went into their passing
game until they called timeout with 2:43 on the clock.
The wildly cheering Long Beach fans, sensing a comefrom -behind victory, were quickly silenced after the
break as Jackson hit a two-footer to put SJSU up by three
again at 1: 29.
The crowd noise began to grow after Wise muscled in
for a bucket 16 seconds late to cut the SJSU lead to one.
The two teams traded scores during the next 24 ticks
of the clock and with SJSU up by one with three quarters
of a minute remaining, the 49ers called time out.
The 49ers inbounded to reserve forward Craig
Dykema, hoping for one good shot. But Dykema’s 15footer failed, as did a Wiley jumper with five seconds
showing after a Graham free throw provided the final
margin of victory.

Spartan wrestlers take PCAA championships
by Dave Meltzer
A balanced team effort, with eight of ten
wrestlers making the final
four, gave the SJSU wrestling team the 1980 PCAA
championship Friday night
in Logan, Utah.
The Spartans, with 85
points, finished with a comfortable margin of victory
over second place Portland
State’s 66.75.
Portland State’s second-place finish was a
minor surprise as they
forced host Utah State into
third place with 60 points.
. The Aggies had won the
league championship the
past two seasons.
Fullerton State placed
fourth with 47.25 points, followed by Long Beach State
with 41.5, and Fresno State
bringing up the rear at

31.75.
The Spartans were led
by four individual league
champions.
126 -pound
Eddie Baza, 167 -pound
Dave Brouhard, 190-pound
Jerry Morrison, and heavyweight Casey Gulliford all
took
top
tournament
honors.
The PCAA champion in
each weight division
qualifies for the NCAA
championships March 13-15
at Oregon State University.
Baza, a sophomore,
won his second consecutive
league crown, decisioning
Utah State’s Dale Gardner
19-9 in the championship
match.
. Brouhard, a junior,
was league champion as a
freshman in 1977. After
red -shirting last year,
Brouhard returned with a

strong season, moving his
record to 19-4 with three
one-sided victories in the
tourney.
Ranked seventh in the
nation, Brouhard solidified
that position with his PCAA
title. He decisioned Portland State’s Pete Lucas 176 in the championship
match.
Morrison, a freshman,
was last year’s California
High School state champion. He had a rocky road
getting the championship.
In the semi-finals Morrison met Fullerton’s
Byron Bantum, going to a
regulation 9-9 draw. When
three over-time periods
failed to produce any
points, the referee gave the
nod to Morrison because
Bantum had one warning
for stalling.

SJSU sports summary
Women golfers defeat Stanford
ditions were real nice but there didn’t
seem to be much concentration on the part
of the players," he said.

Though not performing the way a No.
2-nationally ranked team should, the SJSU
women golfers still managed to defeat
tough Stanford University and
Sacramento State, Saturday at the
Olympic Club in San Francisco.

The Spartans showed just enough
concentration to finish ahead of Stanford,
which earlier in the season upset SJSU by
tying them in the two-round Stanford
NorCal tournament Feb 11.

SJSU finished with an accumulated
score of 316, just ahead of Stanford’s 332.
Sacramento State was third with 369.

SJSU’s Patti Sheehan won Saturday’s
18-hole engagement, at 73. Teammate Juli
Ordanez tied for second with Stanford’s
Linda Bowman at 76.

"This is the worst we’ve played as a
team all year," Mark Gale, Spartan
women’s coach, said.
Gale attributed the team’s "poor
performance" to mental lapses.

Today
at 9 a.m. the Spartans will
meet the same two teams at The Villages
golf course in San Jose for two-round
action.

"The team was kind of flat. The
weather was good and the playing con-

SJSU dominates AAU judo meet
’ Boasting eight individual champions,
the SJSU judo team dominated the Pacific
AAU championships held yesterday in
Spartan Gym.
The top three finishers in each division
qualify for the AAU Senior Nationals April
24-26 in Lansing, Michigan.
The Spartans had nine men and seven
women qualify for the AAU Championships.
Men’s individual champions were 132pound Rod Conduragis, 143-pound Mike
Kessler, 156-pound Mike Coleman, 209and
Thompson,
pound
Brewster
heavyweight Brad Moss.
Thompson, the defending AAU
national champion, dominated every
match in winning his division. Kessler is a
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repeat winner of the Pacific AAU crown.
Coleman upset teammate Mike
Vincenti in the finals of the 156 title.
Vincenti was the defending champion.
Other SJSU men to qualifying for the
national championships, with third place
finshes were 156-pound Mike Swain, 172pound Lennie Urso, and 189-pound Mike
Caithamer.

The
finals
saw
Morrison win on disqualification from F’resno State’s
Amos Scott in 7:39. Scott
was cautioned for stalling
five times before the
referee disqualified him.
Gulliford, a junior, pinned all three of his opponents enroute to the league
crown.
Stopping Utah State’s
Mark Heagren in his first
match in :55, Gulliford followed by pinning Dwayne
Washington of Fullerton in
3:35, and taking the crown
with a pin of Tom Gilbert of
Long Beach in 3:11.
Utah State’s Tracy
Moore, ranked No. 4 in the
nation, won his third consecutive crown in the 118pound class.
Moore avenged an
earlier defeat at the hands
of SJSU’s Wayne Jones in
the finals, winning 10-6.
Moore took a quick four
point lead and Jones was
never able to close ground
on him.
Jones overwhelmed an
honorable-mention All-American,
Fullerton’s
Victor Duarte 20-8, to get
into the finals against
Moore.
Spartan 158-pounder,
Reggie Thompson, also
took a second, losing the
championship match 8-5 to

Portland State’s Kevin
Benson.
Benson,
who
had
earlier pinned defending
champion Warren Flynn of
Fresno, looked very tired
against Thompson. But
Thompson looked sluggish
as well and was unable to
capitalize on his tired foe.
Mike Elliott, 150pounds, of Fullerton State
became the first four-time
champion in PCAA history.
Elliott, named PCAA
"Wrestler of the Year,"
easily defeated Utah
State’s Steve Duroe, 20-4, to
win the title.
Elliott had earlier
claimed a 16-1 decision
over SJSU’s entrant, Adam
Elias.
SJSU coach T.J. Kerr
was named PCAA "Coach
of the Year" for the third
time. Kerr previously won
the honors in 1975 and 1977.
Spartan 177-pounder,
Ken Klein, was a major disappointment. Neither Klein
nor co -favorite Tony
DePaoli of Fullerton made
it to the finals.
Klein ended in fourth,
losing his consolation
match in overtime to Long
Beach’s Bob Grimos, 10-1,
after they drew 6-6 in regulation time.
SJSU’s Dennis McDowell took third in the 134-
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Individual SJSU women champions
were 106-pound Karen Dean, 134-pound
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engineers
Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, serving nearly
9 million customers in
Central and Northern
California is looking for:

CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEERING
CE’s, EE’s and ME’s
who wish to become
on-site field engineers
for our General Construction Department.
Work emphasis is on
administration and
supervision of a great
variety of energy
construction projects.
PGandE recruiters will
be interviewing
graduating seniors on
March 1 2
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Lady Spartans beat Cal to gain regional bid
by. Jeff Morris
SJSU’s tough defense and poor shooting by California
enabled the Lady Spartans to close out the regular season
with a 77-70 win in the Men’s Gym on Friday.
The Spartans all but clinched a high-seeded berth in
the MAW Western Regionals, which start Thursday night
on the SJSU campus.
SJSU improved its season’s record to 22-8 and took
over sole possession of second place in the Nor(7a1 con-

ference at 9-3 behind the University of San Francisco.
Though the Spartans shot more than 50 percent in the
second half, they could not shake the Bears, who hustled
but lost the game at the free throw line, where they were
only 6 for 13 for the game to the Lady Spartans’ 20 for 25.
It was all Cal in the early going, as the Bears used
some excellent inside passing to jump in front 13-4 in the
opening minutes of the game.
Spartan center Elinor Banks led all scorers with 28

-10

,
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Mark Decena (left, in action on Friday) was one of many Spartan fencers who did not perform up to
expectations in the NCAA Western Regionals hosted by SJSU.

SJSU fencers finish fourth
Wendell Kubik of the Air Force was the Foil champion
with a 23-1 record.
The Spartans 5-3 mark in the epee competition was
only good enough for third. Stanford, 7-1, took this division
over Long Beach State’s identical record on the basis of
individual victories.
Brian Reed was the best SJSU individual, third with a
19-5 record. The individual Epee champion was Long
Beach State’s Joe Metcalfe, 22-2.
Martinez, Decena, and Reed all qualified for the
NCAA Fencing Championships.
The top four in each division, provided they aren’t
teammates, are sent to the NCAA’s.
If two members of the same team wind up in the top
four finishers, then the next highest finisher from a different school qualifies.

SJSU’s Donny Andrews took fifth in the tight sabre
competition with a 20-4 record. Five fencers in the sabre
division had identical marks and placed second through
sixth, based on points allowed.
SJSU’s highest finisher in the foil competition was
SJSU won all three weapons in last year’s Western
Mark Decena with a 20-4 record, good for third place.
Regionals enroute to the over-all championship.

Gymnasts lose, Sanford injured
by Dave Kellogg
Both SJSU men’s and
women’s gymnastic’ teams
didn’t score the upsets they
had hoped for against Stanford Thursday night, but
the Spartans looked ready
for their upcoming conference championships this
weekend.
On Friday the men
were idle but the women’s
squad absorbed a crippling
blow when Terry Sanford
went down with a pulled
thigh muscle in the UCLA
Invitational that night.
Coming off a personal
best all-around score of
:34.40 in SJSU’s 135.25-126.20
loss to Stanford, Sanford
looked in good shape for the
UCLA meet.
In warmups. however,
Sanford pulled a thigh
muscle and wasn’t able to
complete the competition.
With Sanford’s status
questionable for the NorCal
Championships,
which

SJSU hosts on March 15,
more of a load falls on
Paulette Bugbee, Barbara
Talerico and the rest of the
Spartans.
Bugbee looked like she
might be able to take some
of that weight as she hit
season bests of 8.4 in the
balance beam and 8.2 in the
floor exercise.
Talerico also looked
strong with a 8.75 season
best in the floor exercise.
On the men’s side,
coach Rich Chew doesn’t
have to deal with any
major injuries, but he is
concerned about the lack of
consistency from his
seniors.
"Maybe I’m expecting
too much out of our seniors,
but after four years in the
program I expect more
consistency," Chew said.
In SJSU’s 254.20-225.00
loss to Stanford, Jim Kirk
Webster
Rickey
and
seemed to be on form in

some events, but then collapsed in others.
Kirk’s 8.45 in the still
rings and 47.75 in the allaround and Webster’s 8.90
in the floor exercise were
the high points for the two
seniors.
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chemistry courses toward a degree in chem.
or rel. field, CA Drivers License Class III
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Business Classroom Bldg. 309, SJSU campus
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Office of Continuing Education
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San Jose State University
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Hughes is news

HUGHES

because of a sore ankle,
and walks by Dan Ra and
Chris Gallego, enabled the
Spartans to score two runs
in the inning for the win.
Kevin McKeon, who
took over for Jay Brazil in
the 11th, retired the Tigers
in order to end the game.
It was the Roy Gabel
show in the Tigers win.
Gabel homered off a 3-2
pitch from a struggling
Randy Raphael, 1-5.

a 5-3 win in a game that
lasted four hours and 20
minutes.
This game featured
some tense moments in a
tense series, as both teams
loaded the bases in the
inning only to be
12th
turned away by double
plays, leaving runners
stranded.
A 14th-inning single by
Rick Dominguez, religated
to the designated hitter role

oseought

Call Days Evenings A Woanands

Help Hughes Aircraft Company make news And
electronic miracles And history (And no airplanes)
Ask your placement office when Hughes recruiters will be
on campus

Spartan rightfielder Aaron
Tachibana made what
proved to be a game saving
throw to catcher Mike
Valentin, who tagged the
runner out at the plate to
squash the last Tiger hope
of victory.
A deep fly ball by
Dave
centerfielder
Williams in the 13th inning
allowed Tachibana to score
from third as SJSU got its
first win in almost two
weeks.
Tachibana had singled
and was sacrificed to
second on a bunt by second
baseman Kevin Jones. An
error by Tiger shortstop
Steve Voight allowed
Tachibana to go to third.
Pacific starter Greg
"Felix" Unger, a native of
Sunnyvale, limited the
Spartans to just six hits.
Late inning heroics
were again the Spartan
forte as they scored two
runs in the top of the 14th
inning in Stockton to claim

COPIES

r
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If you come to work with us, well both make news in
your hometown paper

by Jeff Morris
Somebody forgot to tell
SJSU a baseball game is
supposed to go just nine
innings.
The University of
Pacific will readily
acknowledge this after the
Spartans took two games of
a three game series in
extra innings.
A 1-0 Spartan victory in
11 innings on Friday
coupled with Saturday’s 5-3
14-inning win, enabled the
Spartans to revive their
hopes of a winning record
in the first half of Northern
California Baseball
Association play.
Both games took more
than four hours to complete
and sandwiched a 5-1 Tiger
victory in the opener of
Saturday’s doubleheader
at Billy Herbert Field in
Stockton.
The Spartans, who
seem to revel under lateinning pressure, are now 45 in league and 6-9-1
overall.
A 12-strikeout performance by Spartan
starter Mark Langston
kept the Tigers from
mounting a successful
offensive attack on Friday.
The sophomore from
Santa Clara did not get the
win because he gave way to
Jay Brazil in the bottom of
the twelfth inning with the
score tied at 0.
It was in the 12th that

San Jose State University

.

We make enginek.ring and scientific history year after
year Like 1976, when nye Hughes-developed satellites
went info orbit

The 5-7 junior guard was a poor one for seven from the
field. The Bears only success in defensing the Spartans
was keeping Mason from getting the ball where she
wanted it.
The Lady Spartans got a scare when point guard
Wanda Thompson crashed head first into a pad behind the
basket. Thompson, responsible for five Spartan steals and
two Cal throw aways, walked off the court visibly groggy
but returned in the second half.
In that half the Spartans’ pressure defense proved to
be much more than the Bear women could handle as twice
SJSU raced to 12 point leads.
Forward Winni Gazaway started to firid the range,
hitting three successive 12 foot jumpers in the opening
minutes of the second half.
With Johnson, who had 15 rebounds and six points,
keeping the Bears off the board aL both ends, the Spartans
were able to maintain a 12-to-seven point lead throughout
most of the second half.
Gazaway finished with 12 points and Mason had 11.

Baseball team snaps losing skid

a

by Dave Meltzer
The host Spartans placed a disappointing fourth out of
nine teams in the Fencing Western Regionals held Friday
through Sunday at SJSU.
After winning the over-all championship the past two
years, the Spartans had to relinquish those honors to the
Air Force Academy and its 20-4 over-all record.
Stanfo
look second at 18-4; and Long Beach State
third, 17-7. SJSU finished 15-9
The Spartans’ best placement in individual weapons
was in the Sabre competition, finishing a close second to
Cal State-Los Angeles.
The Spartans barely nudged out third-place Air
Force All three schools posted 7-1 records and records of
individual matches decided the winner.
The Spartans’ lone individual champion in the sabre
division was Richard Martinez, who posted a 22-2 record
over three-days.
The Spartans took fifth, with a 3-5 mark, in the Foil
competition, well behind Air Force’s 8-0 mark.

points.
Jill Carroll Weddick, who led the Bears with 14 points
and 7 rebounds continually got open for short jumpers
from either side of the basket.
After a timeout, Spartan head coach Sharon Chatman
went to a 2-3 zone and full court pressure by the Spartans
as the Bears seemed to fall apart, at one point committing
three consecutive turnovers.
Spartan center Elinor Banks and forward Debbie
Johnson shut off the Bears’ inside game and asserted
themselves at the offensive end, getting easy baskets to
move the Spartans out to a 38-31 lead at half time.
The Bears were overanxious on defense, once committing five successive fouls. Thus even though they had
more field goals than the Spartans, 13 to 10, they fell
behind at the charity stripe, where SJSU was 16 for 20 in
the first half.
Banks led all scores at the half with 16 points, on 10 of
12 from the field and six of eight from the line.
Karen Mason had just six points at the half.
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Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST-n -TAPE"" facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
Small el
taught by skilled instructors.
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
voluminous home-study materiels constantly
updated by researchers expert In their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.
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Come Early for Best Selection.
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Proposed A.S.constitution
awaits council approval
by Kim Bergbeim
Changing the student
council to a board of
directors and adding a
faculty and administrative
member to that board were

the main issues discussed
at a public foram on the
new A.S. Constitution.
The council unanimously approved the
proposed
constitution

subject only to written
amendments.
The
amendments
submitted by councilpersons must be in the other
council
members

tors will have specific. responsibilities," A.S. Attorney General Michael
Medina said. "The work
load will be redistributed.
Now people are reluctant to
get on a committee and
become involved. Now they
will have a job commitment.
"Now, the council members do not have any
responsibilities except to

mailboxes today, prior to
the Wednesday meeting.
The council will take a
final vote on the constitution at the meeting.
The forum was held
Wednesday afternoon in
the S.U. upper pad. Student
turnout was small, the
audience consisting mainly
of councilmembers.
"The board of direc-

show up at a meeting every
Wednesday afternoon and
vote on issues they don’t
always read fully," A.S.
Jim
Councilmember
Rowen said.
"The degree of accountability and responsibility of a board of directors is much more effective
than an at-large council,"
A.S. President Nancy
McFadden said.

Medina sal,’

It has been done a*
Chico State, San Franc’
State and San Diego State,
so I don’t see any reason
why it can’t be done at
SJSU."
"Faculty and administrative members don’t
have places on a student
board," said Eric Green,
social studies freshman.
Some’ riles the i-nd to
dominate meetings,

lubli ’rum
After It
ended, the i!etint., noved
to the cop,icil chambers for
the wet
AS. Council
meeting.
A constitution review
committee will study the
effectiveness of the constitution ovcr a two year
period and ’,valuate it in
1982, Medina said
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tutor wanted for 11th
Eastside. Call 259
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Automotive

. year
books and world series programs,
sports
statues.
autographs,
memorabilta QUICK CASH See Or
Lapin, Bus Tower 763. or call 837

INCREASE your gas mileage and
performance
with
the
E XTR A
MILE gas treatment Only S1.12 per
can. Call Donald at 736 1250 aft, 6
p m.

0191
’75 CAMARO LT. Ecellent cond..
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and sum money too
Enroll now!! Information at A.S.
Office, or can 371.6111.
Recycling
Center os open this semester Wed.,
II am 2pm and Sat. and Sun., 10am
4pm We collect newspaper, card
bond, glass, aluminum and tin
cans, (please flatten), motor oil and

low

mileage,

fully powered
offer. Call 5971259 or 349 9427.

’72 Mazda R53 Good Limiting, Needs
Tune-up.
Replace
Control
Box,
S$00.00. Call Evening
2S1121111 or

per

6 pack

1413

For Sale

Simple instructions and top quality
ingredients make EVERY customer
a success EVERY TIME. Your
friends will insist in coming to
YOUR pad in the tuture. After all.

SHREDDED FOAM R UBBER-.65
cents per lb. No limit Call 293 2914.

FULLY self .contained motor home
with propane and the best RV
Mutpment, 10 Mpg., good condition
inside and out. Sacrifice, 53,500. Call
292 6723 evenings best. or stop by 611

where can they get a E
type
mall beer with 5 percent alcohol and
not have to go out 10 buy if. We’ll

S. Sth Street.

give you individual instruction. or
Ws, be happy to rap more with you
on Friday nights from 7 to 10 in the

COOKWARE: 20 piece set, never
used, beautiful. waterless. stainless
Steel. Call 578 5591

E.ma

offer. Call Myrna at 298 4574.
to

ifig? What better
a beautiful award
potrad created by
John Eric Paulson Call John at 448

ARE you 9
time to ham
winning color
2380

ONE ticket for Eagles concert 3/6.
512.50. Call 593-9055 between 1:30
and 3:30p.m.
FOR SALE:

Lech. Kastinger ski

opportunity

to

meet,

learn

3

speaker Lesbian caucus meets 730
pm Wednesdays in the Women’s
Center 7 21 social issues.
E VANGELICALS Concerned has
B ible study for gay men and women,
724 Maywood Are.
Wednesdays

ATTENTION: Stoma Club meetings
are every Tees at 730 p.m. in S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Also on Feb. 23rd
34111. a bike trip to San Born Park is
scheduled.
SJSU
COUNSELING
Services.
Available to all students who would
like help with vocational, personal
or academic concerns. Come see us
in our new office in Room 223. Ad
ministration Building. 7th and San
.Fernando streets Call 377 2966.
I.JT14,
UTAH,
UTAH!
UTANI
Minh 29 April 5. Ski the powder of
Snowbird. Alta and Park City for S
lays! Stay in beautilul condo’s for 5
nights! Party for both S days and S
even in Utah!). All this
nights (yes
andround trip bus transportation for
ONLY $2281 Sign ups start Tuesday.
Feb 26 near the Student Union. $100
deposit required Call Steve or Brian
at 998 1097. Joe at 268-2529 or Dean at
more

information.

Welcome to the And of Seersoda’s.
SIERRA Club is having them next
meeting on Tuesday, March 4fh at
7 30

p.m

in

the

warranty
with
local
service
Showroom
and
manufacturing
facilities
in
San
Jose
Sounds
Unique, 2620793, Open Toes Fri., I

AND AMERICANS.
"That SPECIAL someone you are
looking for may be in OUR mew

Santa

MOVING AND HAULING. Have
lane truck. Avail, for all sorts of
lobs. Call Royal 50g-6917.

Help Wanted

WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy

trains

round. Good pay. GOO to 52,000
monthly All holds
parks, losheries,
teaching, oil industry and more!
For in
1980 employer listings.

LOOKING
fr
a
photographer?
Your

formation. send S3 to Alasco, Box

love, solt, elegant and universally

1

For the finest award

Women’s

ip
Planning Training
Sales Course, CALL 249-5775.
Financial

and

WORK available now in Southwest
San
Jose,
Eastside,
Cupertino.
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Flexible
hours. Apply in person at 210 South
1st Nu 2215 or call 291-4644. Over 18,
own car.

S U

Guadalupe
be discussing an

Room. We will
upcoming bike Imp and many other

B AND to play for local community
Center dances Pay negotiable. Call
Kathy at 277 4007
SURFERS and Mangles in track and
IRS and gymnastics wanted for
Hollywood pre Olympics film soon
to
in Santa Cruz. Call 04011 722
7761.

female. All shifts available
King Cabal 24) 9044.
MINI

Free pregnancy testing
Gyn E Sam Services
Birth Control

Approved Typist List

needed
Casino’s,
restaurants,
ranches, cruisers, ratting, etc Send
5415 tor application, intormatton,
referrals to Lakeworld 20, Box 10129,

fun

...

Last

AMUSEMENT

64141

EXCELLENT
pay
and
flesoble
hours
Nursing and clerical per
sonnet needed Aides $6/hr , LYN’,
Su/hr.. RN’s 19/hr
Clerical at
various rates
Some expertence

NOW

FRONTIER
PARK.

MATH ANXIETY? Need halms sinth
any lower div. math? Call me. Ed
B arden,
patient.

at

2116.4306.

I’m

Lost and Found

MOTHER

OLSON’S LODGINGS.
Two houses across street from
campus Kitchen, linen, maid see
vice. TV. and parking

$40 per wk

share. Sall to 145 per wk. single

122

North Ith St. Call 991 0223,

JOSE

RESIDENCE

CLUB.

Great guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room. color TV, linen and maid
service,
fireplace,
courtyard.
Parking. 140 per week shared, 565
per week smote
202 South 11th
011ice 122 North 8th St. Call

Street

411115

9910223.

bookstore.

trainee

for

53.30. Great
or part time.
Most be omr 20 years. Call 294-2135.
Full

WOMEN!

American, foreign.

S year parts AND labor.
from
wholesale
direct
Shipped
distributors to your door in II to 18
days. Call 251 SSW for complete
price quotes or more into. SMWF0
?tonal

1010 10. Ask for KEN Look to A E
the *Ideal selection of the

for

2 blocks from
ROOM SISO/mo
TON,
older,
Prefer
campus
woman Share 4 brims house with
child
small
couple and
grad

3

ECONOMIC

cell10

in

the

U.S

Mays, starting March 13 at 7:30 p.m.
011340. Isl, $I., San Jose. $5 fee.

FORMER NUNS needed by stellar
researcher
herself also former
for short interview and added
Insights for rrrrrrr h. Call Bibi at
nun

944-0175 eves.

or

11

11 11

Typing

"

1

111 Mil

liN

38

IA

Agency

P rrrrr stone! services,
le
Open 9 am. to 7 p.m., m F
Call 2117 1710 or drop by 122 E San
Salvador St in downtown San Jose
I Mock up Irons the Science aldg).

111

In

11

II

iiii111111mai

II59

ip

Call

mil

60

a
a

P

313/80

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

sHMsM
000OMOMU
O0000 GODUMMOOMM
ORISON OMOOMMOMO
MOOD MOM
MOO,
BOO MOM
MOOR
000M00 MOO
001100 MUOMOMM
MMOO MOON HMO3
MONROOMM ’imam
000117 MOMUNO
MORRO
MOO am
nano mmmm MOO
MOMMOOMMN MOWN
OMMOMONOM MOOR
MILIOIIIIIIs
MONO

resumes

Quality
work
at
rates
Call
THE
EXECUTIVE’S ASSISTANT at MO
1141.

reasonable

TYPING

Services.
Top quality
typing. Reasonable rates and fast
service Call Kathy Schlachter at
924 Soul eyes.

FAST, accurate typing/editing on
Setectric 11. Theses, etc
Words
Unlimited, Call Val at 961.9303.

3/3/80

-r

RATES

Print Your Ad Here:
(count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each I.ne

Each
add,
FURNISHED Mts. ler rent, 550 5
Ilth St. 3 bdrm Oh., 5360: also 2
bdrm
7 Oa , S300 Both large and
modern
Immediate availabtlity

One
day

Two

Three

Four

heir

deco

dem

dem

dem

roonsi
dm.

32 00

2 50

2 75

2 90

3 00

50

2 50

3 00

3 25

3 40

3 50

50

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

4 00

50

apt. 2 berm. 5135 pWs
LOS
1/50111. by 3/1. Call Jeff at 3M-11601.

3 50

4 00

4 25

4 40

450

50
Print name

lacy edderronal One add
SO

FINE Victorian. 4155/mo. plus 0100
deposit. Utilities paid. Laundry and
kitchen env Near SJSU. Call 294.
3112

Phone

Minns
50

50

50

50
City

THE House oi Genii in San Jose is
looking for a TCPPAN YAK I COOK
for
Japanest steak house Call

26

43

? rrrrr EY

Port Angele, Washington 90362,

14010 21104139 ate, 5 p.m. Ask
Kenny.

25

36

1=1111=11111111M111111EMWIIIIIMMBIGIM

Security plus and kit priv. C11 Don
or Pal at 275-1919.

11/1

2

1
ING
COetelie and Gary 167-0792

required. Excellent pay, worldwide

analysed by Dr. Karl Niebyl, noted
Thor.
Marxist Menemist, Pour

11

PROFESSIONAL exp. typist. Fast,
reasonable. IBM Selec
Inc. Call 2520050

TYPING:
My form can handle
anytime from one letter to large
mall lists.
Reports.
manual or

Items new in factory sealed cartons
with lull manufacture warranty 30
day defective exchange with op

il
II

II
24

accurate.

components.
stereo
of
compacts. portables and accessories
Or studio.
stage
home,
for the car,
protection
TV’s,
Also,
Systems,
All
games
video recorder/cam and
brands

Jobs on Ships!
No experience

travel. Summer lob or career Send
43.00 for information to SEAFAA.
Dept. C 6, First and Laurel streets,

11

III

231-3099

TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
experienced. Mlectric II, Call 184
1370.

Phone 733 6433
MEN!

at

adult

Starting

itilillidi II" 1111111

’’MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!

5553.

opportunities.

Call Kitty
after 3 p.m. please.

Get the best tor less from A.E AU
SJSU’s
is
DIO ENTERPRISES
electronics
consumer
complete
buying service with nearly 300

highest fidelity at the lowest prices.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!

MANAGER

proofread

PROFESSIONAL edit...a
di
ions, etc.
Ms. Bernell at 374 70117.

Housing

18 Small land areas
23 - Vegas
25 Ph. D’s,
26 Shoes for
dancing
28 Wild rose
29 City, in Caesar’s
day
30 Cafe au 31 Stuff
32 City N of Carson
City
33 Outgoing person
DOWN
34 Less
1 Bake (eggs) with
38 Languishing, like
cream or crumbs
the maidens in
2 Asian capital
"Patience’
3 Covered with
39 More orderly
vines
42 Makes a choice
4 Term of endear45 Snoopy
ment
47 -Commemora5 Lists of
tion -’’
candidates
48 Westchester
6 Shakespeare’s
town
Andronicus
50 Poisonous
7 Similar
51 Memorable name
8 Gun a motor
in film lore
9 Very short, in
52 Brilliant success
colloquial ex53 Role for 51 Down
pressoons
54 Folds
10 Fairly well55 Bacchanal cry
behaved
56 Prickle: Bot.
11 Clash
60 sister
61 Part of a
12 Rouse
13 Prepare a salad
labor gp.

11114

TYPING: Thesis. term papers, etc
E xperienced and fast. Reasonable
rates. Call 26941674.

Stereo

56 A few
57 German
exclamation
58 With, in Nor.
mandy
59 Relentless
62 Haven for 1
Across
64 Level
65 Cliques
66 Flair
67 Baltic native

8

Our booklet will

Letters" and receive a 10 percent
discount on our resume service.
Professional Communications, P.O.
B ox 18776, San Jose, CA 951211

ACROSS
Manna sight
Unadorned
Main point
Engage in
Compare
With it
Enterprise
American Revolutionary
Caviar
Overwhelm
Grandparents
Puzzles of a type
Sedan
In medias Ecstatic
Top of a wave
He "would
awooing go’’
Goddess of myth
Movie critic
Reed
- of hand
Abbr. in baseball
Hard-working
insects
Is beholden to
That is: Lat.
Besides
Fuss
Senior
Roy Rogers
steed
Embankments

4UUU

Call

Term papers, resumes,
letters, etc. SI/pg. and up. IBM
Correcting
Selectric.
All
work

sales tail for our booklet. "How to
Wrote Effective Resumes and Cover

tereY Road.

needed. Call New Horizons at 244

area

TYPING:

very

WANT GOOD JOBT
your chances of getting one
by writing a professional resume
and cover letter

54

like to see Send S2.95 (plus It cents

VILLAGE
Mon

Blossom Valley
Janet at 227 9525

show you how to write the type of
resume and cover letter employers

Whitney at 7711-311111.

SAN
park

sag vehicle Support. Cycle Touring
14150
3II.1,
Box
International.
it?, Missouri
Summit St), K

Level 5.0.

RECEPTIONIST: Front office in
am. Modern Sales Ohms, Call Ron

2535 Watt Avenue, Sacramento, CA

Roundup ride operators .. Security,
Sales
Immediate
part
time
openings, full time summer. Apply

moth Med records
and tapes for an upcoming fun
droner. Collection boxes located in
Associated Students Office. Upper

Salesperson

your hours! Call Alice or Mo at 441
2146.

Nationwide.
sins for
p
referrals
to

in 1910. Guided
CYCLE I
bicycle trips to England, Holland,
Germany, Austrte end Swilterlend
hotel accommodations and

call Steve Pogue at 249 5172

DESPERATE!!!

CRUISEWORLD 20, 7525 Watt Ace,
B ox 60179. Sacramento, CA 95860

AMUSEMENT

LIFE Insurance NOW with the
Provident Mutual Student Premium
Financing Plan To find Out more
about life insurance for students,

Jose,

wanMd. Earn S400 $500 per month
lust working part time. You pick

43
44
4
48
49
50

etc

TYPING: A
. neatness and
deadlines 9u rrrrr eed Experienced
in masters. reports. dissertations
Approved
by
SJSU
Graduate
Department IBM Set II South San

Near campus.

LOST: Silver wedding ring in DMH
317 Tuesday night. Call 9411-1677
days. 263 7769 eves Ask for Kay,

JOBS1
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
Little my Fantastic Tips! Pay!
$7,600 to 53,800 summer Thousands

graphs,

Reasonable So Valley area Call
KATHIE at 578 I216, t a m 101 pm
am also on the Graduate Office

DONNA MAY
Fashion photographer seeks models
for testing and portfolio work Call
2110 0942 before 9 a.m., alter S P.m

JOBS!
Crurseships! Sailing Expeditions.
Sailing Camps. No experience, good
pay. Summer.
worldwide!
Send
plication,
into.

charts,

’orates,

Call

WOMEN!

37
40
41

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
Orson p Resumes, theses, reports,
eitaes, term reports, letters. doc

Care

Family Planning Facility

Call 2118 11750

CAB drivers needed. Full and part
time drivers and dispatchers. Must
be 23 years of age or older Male and

95160.

interesting activetres

residence s p m to midnight, (your
choice I Fri and Sal, Sal and Sun.,
or Sun. and Mon 13 70/hr 60 N 3rd

35

as

TYPIng

Abortion Services
3109797

EARN and Learn: Time for study on
lob. Part time desk clerk at seniors

Backpacks
books

_

winning photography. call John at

426 Begonia. Corona Del Mar. CA

travel

110th and WM I, San Jose, CA 95117
Call (4081 392 1613.

4411.23111.
for

find

25. TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN
NING COMPANY, Charter Travel
Specialists, 444 E William Street

wedding
wedding

photographs by John Eric Paulson
Photography are expressions of

CENTER

.. Wide map

Luggage
to

20
21
22
24
26
27
28
31
34

Voltage converters
Camping
fours . Club Med . Open 7 days
Mon Fri t 1, Saturday IS, Sunday

Reverend Donald
198-0149 (Any time)

understood

.. Insurance

selection
Hard

No wading
? Confidential Legal

92625

CAMPUS

titan’s

Identity Card issuance ..
Student Rail and tIntRail passes
USA.
Overseas lob placement
Youth
Canada and Mexico Travel
Student ships and
Hostel Cards

JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year

31,

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19

Domestic

let

Hawaii ..
lincludrng Laker)
Europe ... Asia ... Africa
Mexico
... Australia
USA Travel Services
International
Student
Available:

B USBOY/WAITER positions open.
Experience preferred, will train.

No.

international

anywhere at dant., fares. We also
lions
represent all charter

No blood test required

Terde,

19110 Los Amides Times Stadkele

BUDGET FLIGHTS 1910
and

277-4951.

2480 16595 Sabado
Goleta, C 93011.

Edited by Margaret larrar and Truth Jaffe

Travel

Clara

POLICE Officer for city of San Jose.
Must be bilingual, Spanish/English.
21 to 34 years or age, 2 years of

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6. Sat.. noon

bership
LOOKING FOR YOU Call
bill 441 8167 Discreet

Services

OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or year
round
Europe,
S
America,

P.O. Box 1165. San Jose 95109. Call
141-0755.

for

Tulsa

about

themselves and each other and
relevant social issues We meet in
p m every Thurs. 228.
the S.0 at
Creativity and Journal night, 36.

2431149

407
E.
necessary,
between 9th and 10th.

Spartan Daily
Classifieds!

loudspeakers
and
kits
WHOLESALE
to the publi3Our
speakers use the same components
that most of the highly POPUlar and
advertised systems use but at 1/310
1/2 the cost. Full manufacturers
quality

ALL AMERICAN COPY, INC. Part
tome or full time No expo/mime

Australia. Asia. etc All fields 5500
to 51.200 monthly Expenses paid
Sightseeing For free info write IJC.

of ’social and educational activities
Which give lesbians and gay men the

San Jose

Also portfolios done.

weekends.

even.

Call

boots. 560. 6. Worn only once
991.4561. 11119.95 or best offer

SJSU 651.1, Gay Student Union is a
supportive organization for lesbians
and gay men GSU provides a blend

S.
Call 247

3741032 eves. No exp.

Call 377 9624 alter 3 pen.

.m . 4d ays

355

FEMALE
Models:
Photo artist
petite ladies for fashion, figure
work

information, call SJPD recruiting at

PIANO : Fender Rhodes 73. Suitcase
model. Good condition. S575 or best

1040 N. 4th Street

San Jose, 288 6647
re open Wed thru Sat., 9

Emmet Ave.
74/6,

college. Fluent in Spanish. For more

Beermakers Pub, next door to the
store.
BEE RMAK ERS OF AMERICA

Confidential

Specialist.

EARN in your spare time. If you
would like additional income and
chance to choose your own hours,
14151
1173440
contact ROE at

that

after

child. Afternoons. Call Cory at 215.
4073 after 3 p.m. Close to SJSU.

GR70 IS, March 7 9. Call Les at 277

support us Volunteers welcome

cents

VOLUNTEERS needed-to assist
with DO.
mother in home

MONEY FOR YOUR HELP. Neal
to rent two chews for Gran Torino

Bring
your recydables and come out and

IS

B ox 91, Santa Clara, CA WOW. MOS
Scott Blvd).

Correct, honest information given on
performance,
quality,
etc.
We
manufacture a complete line of

hair removed forever.

UNW

03Y ASIANS

0 7th and Numbed, Sts

!MERMAN ING
OUR kit selling for 52991 makes 9
gallons of delicious brew, and then

yrs. college/soc. work experience
preferred. SI/hr., 26 hr/wk. Send
resume to Executive Dorector, P.O.

Looking for something to buy?
to sell?
to barter?
to trad(e"?

stereo.

SOCIAL Service Assistant. Daily
phone contact with elderly clients
for non profit agency. Accept and
make referrals. scheduling Skills; 2

250 1712.

automobile batteries We’re across
from Spartan Stadium on the corner
of

Best

SAVE THIS AD!’’
Before you purchase any hill, car
TV. recorder or recording
tape, check erith us for BIG GIS
COUNTS on over 250 mator brands
of equipment Good prices available
on
lust
about
EVERY THING

Personals

Enclosed is S

For

Days

Minimum Three Lines One Day
Semester Rage tell issues’ 530 00

Chdre*

CIssofocrqn

SEND

CHECK,

MONEY ORDER

OR CASH TO

277-3175

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State LIrliverSity

ORIENTATION leaders needed to
volunteer small amount of time and
effort helping noir students. Call
Janet 08 571.2971.

SJSU student MORI and board. 14
good meals per wmk, ’vie atmosphere. 5110 pee MUM*. 155 S.
11111 St. Call 279-9473.

San Jose, California 95192

Announcments

Help Wonted

Petsonels

Automotive

Howling

aerefee

For Sale

Loll end Found

alefee

Travel
Typing

mummume rrrrr MIIMMININIU1116.

Deadline two days p00110
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds no conceited ads

Ma,chj. 1980
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Complaint filed with police

Frat clashes with club
Two Sigma Chi fraternity
members have filed a complaint
with the San Jose Police Department against unidentified members
of -The Forgotten Few," a local
motorcycle club.
SJSU Sigma Chi president Bob
Fudenna and Las Vegas chapter
member Mark Morris were injured
when a confrontation arose a week
ago Friday night between the
Fraternity and apruximately seven
sther males, apparently from the
motorcycle group.
Fudenna sustained minor injuries when he was hit with a billy
club. He received nine stiches in his
head, while Morris received 10
stitches, also in his head, when he
was hit with a crutch during the
dispute.
Fudenna explained the incident.
"About 2:30 Friday night, some
yelling started between our nextdoor neighbors and members of the
fraternity," he said. Our neighbor,

along with his friends in the
motorcycle group, came over to the
house."
Approximately seven males
came over to the front of the
fraternity and one unidentified
member of the motorcycle group
made reference to the fact that the
fraternities are noisy when they
have parties, Fudenna said.
"One thing led to another,"
Fudenna remarked. "One of the
guys pushed me as I was trying to
mediate things. Before I knew it, it
became a ruckus. It happened so
fast."
As soon as the situation became
physical, members of the fraternity
called the police, Fudenna continued.
Fudenna said that many of the
motorcycle group had knives and
chains.
"After we all got into the house
one guy stood in front of the door a

China health
study planned
Kate Wright-Rodgers,
Wright-Rodgers, who
professions has a masters degree in
health
a
program administrator in public health from SJSU,
the Office of Continuing said she wants to study the
Education, is planning to Chinese health care
take 18 health professionals system, which is comto China to study the pletely differrent from
Chinese health care and
social service systerms
The Chinese health
from March 13 to April 2.
care system features a
Wright-Rodgers hers- traditional medical system
elf went to China with a that is represented by
group of post-secondary acupuncture.
education specialists in
Though their -nedical
November and December
1978, fist before political technology is less advanced
than ours, Wrightnormalization between the
United States and Chinese Rodgers said, they are
trying to meet the health
governments took place.
There was more in- care needs of all their
the people. Because they de not
teraction among
Chinese themselves than have enough medical
we imagined. Wright- resources, they emphasize
Rodgers said. They can prey( ntive medicine.
Anyone interested in
talk freely, though it is al
the program can stilt
limited right.
Some larger cities register at the Office of
were alret.t:y influenced by Continuing Education by
western culture. Yet, she Friday.
Cu,:tinuing Education
said, "The scenes in the
countrysides were just like is offering a variety of
god painted the Oriental traveling study classes this
semester.
gardens.

WHAT’S THIs Won
cowaNer To? .rr&
4cc, 50 riEssrp OW;
TAKE Fa(’ ikydPIE..

while with a knife in his hand to
make sure we didn’t come out," he
added.
The group then proceeded to go
back to their house and dispose of
their weapons, Fudenna commented.
When the police arrived, they
tried to clear things up. Incidents
such as these are catergorized as
"mutual combat." The police
separated the two disputing groups
and no arrests were made.
Fudenna does not know if harges
will be filed.
"If charges are filed against
anyone it will not be the fraternity
pressing charges," he said. "I will
press them individually."
Fudenna claims that tension
has been building between that
specific neighbor and the fraternity.
He said he intends to inform other
fraternities of the incident as a
safety precaution.
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City short on bilingual police
The San Jose Polic. Department
is having problems eckaplying with a
1977 Consent Decree stating that
one-third of all officers hired must
be bilingual, speaking both English
and Spanish.
If any of those bilingual officers

fail the department’s training
program, they must be replaced
prior to hiring other new, non
Spanish-English speaking officers.
The department is currently 23
officers short of full staffing.
"Statistically, out of every 10

applicants, only one will meet the
standards of the department,"
recruiter officer Chuck Etude said.
"Add to that the constraint of
having to hire bilingual officers and
you can see how many applicants we
need for every opening."

A HUNDRED PAGES OF
PSYCH TOMORROW
AND A DRESS REHEARSAL
TONIGHT.

-spartaguide
San Jose Panf,:llenic
annooncet. that its annual
scholarship
will
be
available to undergraduat,
sorurity women, including
unaffiliated initiated
woreen
on
campus.
Deadline is March 15. For
information
and
applications write Helen
I(Jung at 6219 Squire U.:11
Dr., San Jose, 95129.
Career Planning and
Placement will hold an
"Interview Presentaticn"
at 1:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Almaden Room.
Suggestions will be offered
on how to research,
prepare for, and make the
best of interviews.
Campus Ambassadors
(EAST) will hold Bible
Studies from 11:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. and from 12:30
to 1:30 p.m. every Monday
in the S.U. Montalvo Room.
Call Tim Brooks at 226-8665
for more information.
Inter-Cultural Steering
Committee will hold the
second
annua!
International Folk Festival
at 7:30 tonight in the S.U.
Ballroom. Wearing of
traditional costume is
encouraged. Call Ray Dodd
or Muriel Andrews at 2773690 for more information.
Associated Students,
GROPE, and KSJS, 91.7
FM will hold an S.U.
Forum on "The Truth
About Nuclear Testing - A
Victim’s Story" at noon
today in the upper pad of
the Student Union. Call
Scott Cornfield at 277-3201
for more information.
Industrial Management Society will hold a
general meeting at 3:30
p.m. today in Engineering
335.
Nurse
Student
presents
Association
"Aging is a Lifelong Endeavor" from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Call

Sally Burrows at 73s1893
for more information.
Human Performance
Majors Club will hold a
weekly meeting at 2:30
p.m. today in the picnic
area outs: !e the Women’s
Gym. Call Erlinda Tulioc
at 27),-8299 for more information.
The Chicano Commencement Committee
announces that all Chicano
students interested in
parti-ipating in Chicano
Commencements for May
1980 contact Fidel Hernanda at 277-5970 or Rosa
Nieto at E.O.P., 277-2404.
Campus Crusade for
Christ will hold Bible Study
from 7:15 to 8:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. AS.
Council Chambers. Call
Bill Thomas at 286-0540 for
more information.
Career Planning and
Placement will hold a
Resume Writing Session at
2 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Room.
Almaden
Suggestions will be given
on how to prepare written
job
search
communications, resumes, and
applications.
Career Planning and
Placement will hold a
Recruitment Presentation
for IBM Corporation at 2
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. Career
opportunities and available
positions will be discussed.
German Club will hold
a meeting to plan for a ski
trip at 11:30 a.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Almaden Room
Asian
American
Studies presents "Asian
Horizons" from 11:30 a.m.
to noon tomorrow on Radio
KSJS, 91.7 F.M. Featured
will be campus and community
news,
commentaries, and music. Call
Phil Hanasaki at 258-3020
for more information.

YOU CAN DO 111
It gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson and you can do it handle all the
work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life.
You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today and that’s just the start. Think of the time,
the freedom you’d have to do the things you want
to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead

have used Reading Dynamics. It’s the way to read
for today’s active world fast, smooth, efficient.
Don’t get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically
increase your reading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesson. Make the college life the good life. With
Reading Dynamics you can do it.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
TODAY AND TOMORROW
MONDAY MARCH 3, AT 7:30 PM
TUESDAY MARCH 4, 2:30, 5:30 or 730 PM
HOLIDAY INN - DOWNTOWN - 282 ALMADEN BLVD.
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